Abstract. The Auslander-algebra EA of an algebra A of finite representation type is the endomorphism algebra of the direct sum M = © M, of one copy of each indecomposable A-module. A stable block of EA is a connected direct factor of the residue algebra of £\ modulo the two-sided ideal generated by the projections of M to the A/,'s that are not stable under DTr. This paper describes the stable blocks whose quiver is a stable translation-quiver of class An or D".
1. Introduction. Let A be a finite-dimensional associative algebra over an algebraically closed field k, and assume A has only a finite number of indecomposable modules My, M2,..., Ms, up to isomorphism. The endomorphism ring Ex of the direct sum M = © A/,-is called the Auslander-algebra of A. It is a finite-dimensional basic /c-algebra which determines A up to Morita equivalence [1] , and its quiver is the Auslander-Reiten quiver iA of A (see e.g. [5, 1.1] ). A is called standard if EA is isomorphic to the residue algebra of the path algebra kTA modulo the ideal of mesh-relations of iA [2] . There are examples of nonstandard algebras, although only in case k has characteristic 2, and the number of nonisomorphic basic connected algebras with the same Auslander-Reiten quiver can in fact be arbitrarily large though finite [7] [8] [9] .
It seems to be an impossible task to describe all connected Auslander-algebras by their quivers and relations. For one thing, not much is known about AuslanderReiten quivers. The intrinsic criterion given by Bongartz and Gabriel in [2] for a translation-quiver to be the Auslander-Reiten quiver of a representation-finite algebra A is hard to verify. However, the stable part srA of an Auslander-Reiten quiver rA is easy to describe. A vertex Mt of TA is called stable if M, is isomorphic to TrM, for some integer r * 0, where t denotes the Auslander-Reiten translation of TA, and the stable part STA of TA is the full subtranslation-quiver of TA whose vertex set consists of the stable vertices of iA. This stable part ,TA is a disjoint union of translation-quivers of the form ZA/n, where A is one of the Dynkin-graphs An, Dn, Eb, E-j, or EH and n is an admissible automorphism group of ZA [4] .
We will concentrate on the problem of describing the stable Auslander-algebras by quivers and relations. First we recall the definition: The stable Auslander-algebra Ex is the residue algebra of EA by the two-sided ideal E£Ae,£A, where e:: M -* Mt is the canonical projection and where the sum is taken over those i for which M{ is not stable. Let us decompose EA = /?, X B2 X • • • x 5, into a product of connected subalgebras, the so-called stable blocks of EA [5, 1.3] . Since the quiver of EA is TA, the quiver of each 5y has the form ZA/n, and we say that A is the class of /?-. We call a stable block B with quiver T standard if B is isomorphic to the residue algebra of kT modulo the ideal of mesh-relations of T and nonstandard otherwise. Note that an algebra A whose Auslander-algebra has a nonstandard stable block is necessarily nonstandard itself. It would be interesting to know if the converse of this statement is true. For the known examples of basic and connected nonstandard algebras even more is true: If for two such algebras A and A' there is an isomorphism between EA and Ev such that the induced isomorphism from STA to 5FV extends to an isomorphism from FA to Fv, then A and A' are isomorphic.
With each stable block F of class A = An or Dn, we will associate an integer N(T) > -1, which for a given A only depends on the group n and is equal to -1 except for a finite number of groups. If N(T) >0 we will define algebras B0, By,..., BN{r) with quiver T so that the following holds.
Theorem. // k has characteristic =*= 2, every stable block of class An or Dn is standard. If k has characteristic 2, every stable block B with quiver T of class An or Dn is standard, unless N(T) > 0, in which case B is either standard or isomorphic to B0, By,..., or BS(T).
In case k has characteristic 2 and N(T) > 0, we will also show that B0 is not standard and not isomorphic to B].BN.V).
However, for N(T) ^ 1, isomorphisms might exist between some of the 5,.BN,T), and some of them might be standard. Computations carried out in the lowest dimensional cases indicate that this does not happen. However, since no T with N(T) > 1 has been realized yet as a connected component of any stable part STA, it does not seem worthwhile to pursue the matter, in particular since the necessary computations are intricate.
It would be interesting to know which algebras B do arise as stable blocks of Auslander-algebras and what their quivers are. In particular, it is not known whether there is a stable block with quiver T for which N(T) > 1 and whether nonstandard stable blocks of class An or E6, E7, or £8 exist. The £m-cases are not treated here. It is clear that nonstandard stable ^-blocks are possible for only finitely many quivers.
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2. Results. Throughout the paper we assume k to be algebraically closed. We now fix the notations that are necessary to state our results.
For the vertices of ZAn and ZDn we will use the coordinates introduced in [5, 1.3] ; i.e., each vertex is represented by a pair (i, j) with i,j e Z and 1 ^j^n, and t is given by r(i, j) = (i -1, j). In the case ZAn, there is an arrow ("going up") (i, j) -* (i, j + 1) and an arrow ("going down") (i, j + 1) -> (i + 1, j) for each i e Z and 1 ^j^n-1. In the case ZDn, there are arrows (/', j) -> (i, j + 1) and (i, j + 1) -> (/ + 1, j) for /' g Z and 1 <y < n -2 and arrows (/', n -2) -* (i, n) and (/,«)-»(/+ 1, n -2) for i' e Z. The fundamental group n is always infinite cyclic, say generated by ¥ [4, 4.2] .
Consider the case A = A". If n is odd, ^ can be chosen to be either tr or t'O for some r > 1, where $ is the reflection of Z/l" which fixes all vertices (/',(« + l)/2) on the "symmetry axis". In coordinates, $ is given by 9{iJ)-(i+J-(n+ 0A»+ 1 -y)-
In case « is even, we have ^ = rr or ¥ = Trp for some r > 1, where p is the reflection-translation given by p(i,y') = ('+7-1 -«/2,«+ 1 -y).
Set T = ZA,,/^7, with ^ as above, and let ir. ZAn -> T be the canonical projection. Define
where [a:] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x. By J we denote the ideal of the path algebra kT generated by the mesh-relations. For each integer c with 0 < c < N(T), we set I i-l, in + l)/2 + 2cr + r+ I) for n odd, X° \(-l,«/2 + c(2r + 1) + r + 2) for n even, and we let vc be the only path (going down along the diagonal) in ZAn from xc tô ,-(2c+ i)T-iXc we define jc lo be the ideal of kT which is generated by all paths of length n together with all mesh-relations, except that we add rr(vc) to the mesh-relation arising from the mesh starting at tt(xc).
Let A = Dn, and let ^ be the generator of an admissible group of automorphisms n of ZDn. If n > 5, we have either ¥ = rr or ^ = rr$ for some r ^ 1, where $ is the automorphism of ZDn which exchanges (/, n -1) and (j, «) for all / e Z and fixes all the other vertices. For ZD4, ¥ can be rr, rr$ or r^p for some r > 1, where $ is as above and p is given by '(i,2) for; = 2, ,. .-, )('-1,3) for/ = 1, P{UJ)= ](/, 4) for; = 3, ,(i+l,l) fory = 4, for any i e Z.
Set T = ZDn/^z with ^ as above, and let w: ZZ)" -> T be the canonical projection. Define w/ p\ = I -tif either ^ = Tr with r odd or ^ = rr<S> with /• even, l-l otherwise.
By J we denote the ideal of the path algebra kT generated by the mesh-relations. We set x = (-1, n -1), and for each integer c with 0 < c < N(T), we let vc be any path in ZDn from x to ^-<2c+ l~>r~lx for which all vertices (i, j) except the first one and the last one satisfy j < n -2. We define Jc to be the ideal of A.T generated by all paths of length 2n -3 together with all mesh-relations, except that we add ir(vc) to the mesh-relation arising from the mesh starting at w(x).
Theorem. Let B be a stable block with quiver T = ZAJT1 or T = ZDn/U. // either k has characteristic * 2 or N(T) = -1, then B is isomorphic to kT /J and thus standard. If the characteristic of k equals 2 and N(T) > 0, then B is isomorphic to either kT /J or kT/Jc for some c with 0 < c < N(T). In this case, kT/J0 is not isomorphic to kT /J nor to kT/Jcfor any c > 1.
3. Proofs. We will give the proof for stable blocks of class Dn only. The case of stable /1,,-blocks can be handled with the same methods; it is somewhat simpler since the morphisms in k(ZAn) are easier to describe. In addition, the theorem was partially proved in [5] for the An-case.
3.1. Notations (compare [7] ). We call a vertex (/, j) of ZDn low if j < n -2 and high ifj^n-LA high vertex (i, j) is said to be even or odd if i + j is even or odd, respectively. Note that for each integer / there is an even and an odd high vertex with first coordinate /'. Two high vertices (/', j) and (p, q) will be called congruent if they are either both even or both odd.
For each integer i, there are three paths from (/', n -2) to (j + 1, n -2) in ZDn:
where (/, j) and (i, j') are the even and the odd high vertices with first coordinate i, respectively. We call ht and h\ the even and the odd crenel path. A path v is said to be low if it does not contain a crenel path and high otherwise. Observe that a low path may start or end at a high vertex. Let v = arar_x • • ■ a, be a path in ZDn. We denote the image of v in the mesh-category k(ZDn) by v = ar ■ ■ ■ a,. We set v = a,. ■ ■ ■ a,, where a = a for all arrows a whose head or tail is high as well as for a: (/, j) -* (i + 1, j -1) with 2 <y < n -2 and where a = (-\)"~Ja for all arrows a: (i, j) -» (/, j + 1) with 1 <y < n -3. Sending v to t3 induces a /c-linear functor from the path category kZDn onto k(ZDn); we denote its kernel by / and call it the ideal of modified mesh-relations. Define a path v to be essential if v * 0.
Two paths w and w' from x to y are said to be neighbors if w = Wjuw, and w' = n^t/w, and if the set (u, v') equals {ll+xht, hl + yht}, (/i,+ i/" hj+lht), Ui+\h'i' K+\K)> or (^/+iA> K+\K) f°r some ' e Z or {/?a, 6y}, where a, /?, y, 5 are the arrows of Figure 1 for some vertex (/, j) with 2 <y' < n -3. If there is a sequence h> = m>0, w,,. .., w, = w' of successive neighbors, w and w' are called homotopic. Differences of homotopic paths lie in /, since Ba -8y clearly does ( Figure 1) and since e.g.
h+A -hi+yhj = (/,+ 1 -hi+y ~ h>+y)h, + h'j+yh,.
Note that h'i+\hl contains a subpath (/', j) -* (i + 1, n -2) -» (/' + 1, j) withy > n -1, which is a (modified) mesh-relation.
3.2. Morphisms in k(ZDn). We fix two vertices (/', j) and (p, q) of ZDn such that there exists a path from (/, /) to (p, q). Equivalently, we assume that i < p and (' + min(y, n -1) < p + min(<7, n -1), where min denotes the minimum.
In casep < i + min(/, n -1) -1, we let u0 be the path
Thus w0 is defined if (p, q) lies in the area hatched vertically in Figure 2 . In case both (i, /) and (p, q) are low and if in addition p < i + n -1 ^p + q^i+j + n -2, we let w, and mJ be the paths
In this case, (p,q) belongs to the area hatched horizontally in Figure 2 .
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Proposition. Let (i, j) and (p,q) be two vertices of ZD" such that there exists a path from (i, j) to(p,q). Then ku0 if(i,j), ip,q) are low andp 4: i + j -1, p + q < /' + n -2, kuQ if ii, j) is low, ip, q) is high andp < i + j -1, ku0 if(i, j) ishigh, ip,q) islowandp <: i + n -2, Proof, (a) Assume v is low and suppose i + j < p. Then v is homotopic to a path containing the subpath
which is not essential. Thus p < / + j -1, and v is homotopic to u0. Observe that any two low paths are homotopic. If v is high, it has the form v = u2o,i;0, where v0: (i, j) -> (k, n -2) is low and Vy = hk or Vy = h'k. Since there exists a path v2 from (k + 1, n -2) to (p, q), we have i + n-l^k + n-l^p + q. Now suppose v contains more than one crenel path. Then we find a subpath w = w2WyWQ in i; such that w, is low and w0 and w2 belong to (hkx,h'k) and (hki,h'ki), respectively, for some ky < k2. Up to homotopy, we may assume w, = lk _xlk _2 ••• lk[ + \. Since lkl + ihk] is homotopic to hk> + ]lk] and lk +xh'ki toh'ki + xlki, we reduce to k2 = kx + 1, that is, to the case where w, is the constant path at (ky + 1, n -2). But neither hki + ]h'ki nor h'ki + lhk] is essential, so that we obtain either w -hk +yhk , which is homotopic to lk +\hk, or w = h'k +lh'k , which is homotopic to lk] + [h'k]. Repeating the same argument we License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use eventually reach a path v' homotopic to v containing just one crenel path, and by "pushing the crenel to the left" as above, we may assume that either v' = t;,/i,i;0 or v' = Vyh'iV0 with low paths v0: ii, j) -» (/, n -2) and ©,: (i + 1, n -2) -» (p, q). Since e, is essential, we get that p ^ i + n -2. Changing u, modulo homotopy, we obtain m, or «J. If we push the crenel to the right as far as possible, we reach wyhp+q+\_"w0 or w,/i;+9+1_"w0, and since w0: (i, j) -* (p + q + \ -n, n -2) is low and essential, we must have p + q+\ -n^i+j-\. (b) Let w be the subpath of v obtained by deleting the first arrow of v is (i, j) is high and the last arrow if (p, q) is high. We are done if w is low. Otherwise, we may assume that w = w'hi+x or w = w'h'j+, for some low w' in case(/, /) is high. If (i, j) is even, we have A/+1a = ^+1d and /V, + 1d = 0, where a: (/, /) -» (i + 1, n -2) is the first arrow of v. If (/, j) is odd, then hl + ,a = 0 and h'i+ ,d = /, + ,d. In case (/, j) is low and (p, q) is high, we use the same argument for the decomposition w = w'hp_y or w = w'h'p_y for some low w' (see end of (a)). In any case, we may replace w by a low path without changing u. Therefore, we must have
Proof of the proposition. The lemma implies that the subsets of {w0, w" u\) listed in the proposition span k(ZDn)((i, j),(p, q)). If both (i, j) and (p, q) are low and ifp<i + n-1 < p + q, we let «(, be the low path /,
Then Mq is essential if and only if /> < i +_/ -1, in which case it is homotopic to u0. Since -/, + ht + h] = 0, we obtain the following relations:
To finish the proof, it suffices to show that k(ZDn)((i, j),(p, q)) has the dimension claimed in the proposition. This follows from [3, 6.5] by computing the additive function on ZDn starting at (;', /) (compare [6, 2]). Notice that k(ZDn)((i, j),(p, q)) = 0 if (/', j) and (p, q) are both high but not congruent. 3.3. Idea of the proof of the theorem. Let T = ZDn/<frZ, where ¥ is one of the generators described in §2, and let tt. ZDn -» T be the canonical projection. Choose a representation-finite algebra A such that T arises in the decomposition STA = T, U • • • U T, of the stable part of TA into connected components, say T = T, (see Introduction). By ind A we denote the full subcategory of mod A whose objects are specific representatives of the indecomposables, where mod A is the category of all finite-dimensional A-modules. We let ind A be the residue category of ind A modulo the ideal of morphisms which factor through a direct sum of transjective indecomposables. Recall that X is transjective (or equivalently nonstable) if rrX is projective for some r > 0, where t = DTr is the Auslander-Reiten translation of ind A. We obtain a decomposition ind A = <$, x % x ■■■ x %, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where each "block" <$>. is the residue category of the path category kT: modulo some ideal /,. We will prove that for "$ = <•$,, 7, can be chosen to be among the ideals described in the theorem, viewed as ideals in the path category kT. This is sufficient, since the stable block B of the Auslander-algebra £A belonging to T is given by the same quiver and relations as "S; in fact, B= © 9>(x,y).
x,y^GS> By [4] , there exists a well-behaved functor F: k(Zn) -> ind A (with image %); i.e., a ^-linear functor with the properties that Fx = ttx for all vertices and that Fa is irreducible for all arrows of ZDn. For any two vertices x and y of ZDn, F induces isomorphisms © kjZDn)jx,z) -> indA(7r;c,7ry), © kjZDn)jz, y) -> ind A(77.x, Try).
•nz = TTX
In other words, F is a covering functor [2] . Our aim is to construct a well-behaved functor Fm: k(ZDn) ->ind A for each m ^ 0 with the property that for all arrows a: x ->y, where % denotes the radical of the category ind A. Recall that r is the natural number associated with the generator ^ of n. If we succeed in finding such an Fm for some m with 2mr > « -2, then Fm is n-invariant, since 9t2"~3 = 0 by 3.2. The covering functor H: k(T) -> ind A induced by Fm is bijective on the objects, and therefore must be an isomorphism. Hence % is standard. If for some m we cannot find Fm, we will analyze the obstruction and show that k has characteristic 2, that N(T) > 0, and that % is isomorphic to one of the categories kT/Jc for 0 < c< N(T).
In the subsections 3.4, 3.6, and 3.7, we construct Fm+, from Fm if that is possible, and if not, we show what the obstructions are.
3.4. First step. We postpone the case * = t> e AutZ£>4 until 3.5 and assume for now that ^ = rr or ¥ = rrO.
For F0, we choose any well-behaved functor k(ZDn) ->ind A. We set G8 = F08 for all arrows 5 whose head and tail lie on or between the "diagonals" ^£>0 = {^(0, j): 1 <y < n) and D_i = ((-1, j): 1 <y < n) as well as for 8 = B2, and we choose Gyj -F0({*yj)") for 2 < 7 < n (see Figure 3) .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (,-r,n-P_ l°,n-l) 7 P-X/yĉ -r,i; ho fc.o Figure 3 By induction, we find irreducible morphisms GB3,..., GBn_{, GBn such that GBJ + yGaJ+, -GjjGBj = 0 for j = 2, ...,n-3, and GBnGan + GBn_yGa"_x -Gy"_2GB"_2 = 0
(compare [5, 1.6 and 7, 3.1]).
Assume GB3,..., GB} have already been found for some 2 < j < n -3. According to [4, 3.4] , there exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence In order to define GBn , and GBn, we start from an Auslander-Reiten sequence
and use the same argument as above. Observe that any low essential path v.
(-1, n -2) -» (5/-, n -2) with 5 > 0 is homotopic to wy"_2/3"_2 = w/_, for some n>, and, since /_, = ft_, +/?_,, any morphism in t:R3(-7r(-l, n -2), tt(Q, n -2)) can be written as Extending G by n-periodicity to the n-orbits of the arrows on which it has already been defined and setting F,8 = G8 for all arrows 8, we obtain a well-behaved II-invariant functor F,: k(ZDn) -* ind A, and hence <$> is standard (3.3) . Assume that N(T) > 0, and suppose Fm: k(ZDn) -^ind A has been constructed for some m > 0. We exclude m = 0 only for the construction of G. Set G8 = Fm8 for all arrows 8 whose head and tail lie on or between ^Z)0 and D_x as well as for 8 = B2, and set Gy, = Fm((^y/)) forj = 3,...,n ( Figure 3) . By induction on j, we find irreducible morphisms Gfy for / = 3,..., n such that /) ).
We obtain G/3"_, and G/?,7 simultaneously by the same argument.
There is no essential path in ZDn from (-1, n -1) to ^~2m(0, n -1) nor from (-1, n) to *-2m(0, n) (3.2). We conclude that 6Rw+2(t7(-1, n -1), 77(0, n-\)) = &4mr+2r+2(7r(-l, n -1), 77(0, n -1)), &w+2(tt(-1, n), 77(0, «)) = &4""-+2r+2(ir(-l, n), 77(0, «)).
Summing up, we have for any m, including m = 0, that Gy^,G/V, e ft4""+2'+2(,r(-l, n -1), 77(0, n -1)),
GynGB"^^mr+2r+2(wi-\,n),tr(0,n)).
We extend G to a /c-linear functor G: ArZZ>" -»ind A by II-periodicity. This functor will be our starting point in 3.6. holds as well, and thus we see that GyjGBj = 0 for j = 2,3,4. Extending G by n-periodicity and setting F,8 = G8 for all arrows yields a well-behaved n-invariant functor Fv So % is standard, and the case of quivers T with N(T) = -1 is settled. 3.6. Second step. From now on, we assume that N(T) > 0, which means that r ^ n -3 and that either ^ = Tr with /• odd or ^ = t'$ with r even. By %x we denote the modified mesh-relation arising from the mesh which starts at the vertex x. In 3.4, we obtained a n-invariant functor G: kZDn -> ind A satisfying
Our aim in this section is to construct a n-invariant functor //: fcZD,, -»ind A such that for all x, provided that the characteristic of fc is different from 2. Of course, Ha will still be irreducible for every arrow a. We will then find Fm+] in 3. and G'8 = G8 for all arrows 8 whose head and tail lie on or between ^Dq and Z)_,, and we extend G' by n-periodicity. We have G'&0," = G#(1■ -, = 0 for all (i, j) with i * -1 modulo r and for (', j) = (-1, 7) withy < (2m + \)r + 1. Since any two low paths from (-1, j) to ((2m + \)r, j) are homotopic, G' vanishes on #(_li7) for (2m + l)r + 2 <y < n -3 as well. As fory = (2m + \)r + 1, we have G'd{.UJ)= G^.y^-i-\)n-jpGiuj+y<xj+x) = ( Without loss of generality, we can therefore assume that ju = 0 in the formula (**) above. If A in (*) is zero as well, we reached our goal, and G#v lies in <3t4<m + 1)r+2 for all jc. In case A * 0 in (*), we choose A' satisfying A'2<2m+I)'' = A, and we set G'8 = X'G8 for all arrows 8. Then or in other words, we can choose A = 1 in (*).
Until the end of this section, we assume that fc does not have characteristic 2 and that A = 1 in (*). We need a few notations: For -/•<*'< -2, we let 5, and e; be the arrows 5,.: (i, « -2) -» (i, j), e,: (i, y') -» (i + 1, n -2), where (i, j) * (/, j') are high and (/, y) is congruent to (-1, n -1). We let u, be the low path u,: (/, n -2) -» (/ + (2m + \)r, n -2 -(2m + \)r) -> (/ +(2m + \)r, n -2) for each integer /, and we choose uy. (-1, y) -» ((2m + 1)/-, j -1) as before for (2m + l)r + 2 <y. In addition, we will use the notations of Figure 3 . Set x = *-<2m+1>. We define HBn_y = GBn_x-{GivfxBn_y), Ha" y = Ga"_y -iG((x«"-i)i>-i),
7/e, = Ge, + iG(o,+I£() for -r < / < 2, H8, = G8, -iG((X5,)u,) for -r < / ^ -2, 77/3,. = GBj -\Guj for (2m + \)r + 2 ^ j ^ n -2.
-t-r,r»-i) t-i,ih.,) (.,".,) (-a,n-0 H,»-0
(.-),»-s) {.c,n-s) s Figure 5 We extend H by n-periodicity to the n-orbits of the arrows for which H has already been defined, and we let H coincide with G on the remaining arrows. Figure 5 indicates the arrows on which H differs from G; they are marked with signs + oraccording to the definition of H above. We now check that H&x = 0 for all vertices x of Z7)"; all congruences are modulo 6R4(m+ i)r+2 Since products of "correction terms" in <ft2(2m+ 1)r+' used to define H lie in a4!2m+1)r+2 c <5l4<m+ 1)r+2, we need not take them into account. In addition, if w and w' are homotopic paths of length 2(2m + l)r + 2, then GH>-Gw'e&2(2m+1)'-+2<2m+,)r+2, and hence Gw = Gw'.
First notice that ^ exchanges even and odd high vertices, since N(T) :> 0. In particular, we have that ^(0, n -1) is congruent to (-1, n -1), so that Clearly, 77d(l y) = 0 for all (i, j) withy < n -3; unless i = -1 modulo /", H and G coincide on tr(,y), and for / = -1 the contributions in < §}(2m+x)r+1 cancel. To check for (/, n -2), we assume that (-1, n -1) is even; if it is odd we just replace any hp by h' and vice versa in what follows. Let -r < / < -2. Then HI, = Gl" Hh, = H{{a-%)8,) = Gh, -4G((x/*>,),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where for any arrow f: x -» y of Z7>" we set af: tj -» x. Observe that x^, = h'iM2m+X)r and that h'i+(2m+i)rvi and t?i+!/iJ are homotopic paths of length 2(2m + \)r + 2 from (3.2). Adding up, we obtain H%,n-2) = Hh, + Hh\ -HI, = Gd(,,"_2) = 0.
In the remaining case i = -1, we have #/_, = H(y"_2B"_2) = Gl_y -{Gi(Xyn-2)un_2)
Hh'_x = H(Bnan) = Gh'_x, and adding up yields Hd(_x n_2) = 0. 3.7. Third step.
Proposition. Le/ Tf: fcZ7)n -»ind A be a k-linear functor with Hx = irx for all vertices and Ha irreducible for all arrows ofZDn and such that for some t > 1
H&x^^jV+x(tTX,irr-xx) for all vertices x. Then there exists a well-behaved functor F: k(ZDn) ->ind A with Fa = Ha modulo ^iV for all arrows aofZD".
If we apply this proposition for t = 4(m + \)r + 1 to the functor H constructed in 3.6, we see that for every arrow a FH^a)') = Hi*a) = Ha = Fa modulo ^4<m+1)r+1.
We can therefore choose Fm+, = F. We see that we find a well-behaved Fm as described in 3.3 for every natural number m. As a consequence, % is standard, provided that the characteristic of fc is not 2. Remember that we needed this condition in order to construct 77 in 3.6. The proof of the proposition is based on the following Lemma. Let x be a vertex of ZDn and a,: x -» y, for i = 1,..., s the arrows with tail x. Given irreducible morphisms f: ttx -* tryi and g{. ,nyi -> 77t~'x in ind A such that Sift G 9t'+1(v7x, 77t"'x) for some t > 1, there are morphisms g\ eind A(77-y/7 t"'jc) with g[ -g, e "3l'(77"y(, t7t"'x) and such that Eg,'/, = 0.
Proof. This is the version of [7, 3.7] for ind A of ind A, and we will only indicate the proof here. By [4, 2.2] there is a well-behaved functor G: k(ZD") ^>ind A with Gai = f. Therefore HSifi = ZX^Gw, where w ranges over paths from x to ^~s7~lx with 5^0 whose length is not less than t + 1. Each w has the form vat for some /' and some v starting at y(, so that Ea/i-EfEx^k We apply the lemma for/, = elF(ai) and g, = /7(a~'a,), and we set F((a~'a,)) = g,'.
Clearly, F#v = 0. We use the dual arguments if F is already defined on the "right half" of a mesh. [2] , of kT/Jc is the mesh-category fc(T). In fact, the radical of kT/Jc is generated by the residue classes of the arrows of T. Therefore, we have for any pair x, y of vertices of Z7)": dim^ kT/Jc(Trx, try) = dimA k(T)(irx, try) = E dimkkiZDn)ix, z) = dimA ind A(77x, try).
irz = 71 y
Here we use that covering functors exist from k(ZDn) to both ind A and k(T). Thus H is an isomorphism from %c = kT/Jc to %. We choose Fc+, = G. Assume Fm has been found for some m > c + 1 such that 4mr + 2 < 2« -4 still holds. Fory = n -1 or j = n and for each integer t such that rr < n -3, we let u^■_, be the path Vj/. i-\, j) ^ itr,n -2 -tr) ^ <f'i0, j). If m -c is odd, we set In order to check that Fm+X has the desired properties, we need the following lemma, which we will prove later.
Lemma. For any s > 0 with (2s + 2c + \)r ^ n -3 we have that modulo By definition, we have^m +l"(i,j) = *m"(,.7) = 0 for all (/', y) with i * -1 modulo r. As Fm vanishes on all low mesh-relations, it is easy to see that Fm+l9(_yJ) = 0 fory < n -3. As for (-1, n -2), (-1, n -1), and (-1, n), we concentrate on the case that m -c is odd; the other one can be handled in the same way. We obtain ♦(-i,,-.)aVH..-i) + ^-u»I+isf.'' modulo-a4""-"-2.
We will be done if we can show that Notice that replacing an arrow in w by a path of length 2(m -c)r + 1 yields a path of length (2m + l)r + 2, and the corrections arising from un_2 and «"_, are the only ones we have to take into account modulo <sR4(m+ l>r+2_
Proof of the lemma. For j = n -1 or j = n and for x < y < x + n -2, we define the two paths u(x,j,y):
ix,j) ->(>>, x + n-1 -y)-* (y,k), w(x, j, y): ix, j) -> (y, x + n -1 -y) -* iy, fc'), where (y, fc) * (y, fc') are high and (y, fc) is congruent to (x, j). Then w(x, j, y) is a path of length 2(y -x) which lies in the ideal / of (modified) mesh-relations, and therefore
Fmw(x, j,y) e $*>-*>+**+*(*(x, j), v(y, fc')).
In particular, and then add Fm(6#(rr_,,"_2)w) to Fmw(-1, y,rr).
In the first summand, we "push the crenel to the left" (3.2) until it contains a high vertex with first coordinate (t -\)r; only mesh-relations ftx with ;c£n(-l,w)U n(-l, n) are necessary to do that. So the first summand satisfies
where ((t -l)r, q) is the high vertex incongruent to (-1, j).
As for the second summand, we notice that, modulo <5l2(2c + |)r+2r+2) (Fmuitr-l,k,(t + 2c+ \)r)
Fmwitr-l,k,tr) = ! for (tr -1 -fc) e II(-1,« -1),
(o for(/r-l,fc)e n(-l,n).
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Adding up, we obtain ... , . ,.
(1 ifitr-l,fc)en(-l,« -1), k(7, 0 = k(7, t -1) + ) i ) ' w ' \0 if (rr-l,fc)en(-l,«).
Remember that (rr -1, fc) is the high vertex with first coordinate tr -1 which is congruent to (-1, y). If t is even, ¥~'(-l, j) is congruent to (-1, y); if t is odd it is not. We conclude that K(n-U) = K(n-l,f-r)+(? ^ ^ ^ odd, 11 if Ms even, K(n,t) = K(n,t-\)+{\ i;/isodd' v ' ' 10 if Ms even.
These formulas, together with x(n -1,0) = 1 and K(n,0) = 0 yield (*) immediately. 3.9. Isomorphisms. We keep the assumptions of 3.8; i.e., fc has characteristic 2 and 7V(T) > 0. The last assertion we have to prove is that %0 = kT/J0 is not isomorphic to %c = kT/Jc for any c> 0, nor to fc(T).
We denote the radical of any of these categories by bJ[., and we note that for any c > 0, <3dc/<312'+3 is isomorphic to k(T)/GS\2r+3, since the length of the path v.
(-1, n -1) -> ^-(2< + "(0, « -1) is 2(2c + l)r + 2 ^ 2r + 3. Since isomorphisms preserve powers of the radical, it is therefore sufficient to prove that ®0/^R..2r+3 is not isomorphic to k(T)/6A2r+1'.
Asume there is an isomorphism F:<v*2r+3 ^fc(r)/6R2r+3.
We claim that the automorphism of the quiver F induced by F is compatible with t. Let n > 5 and assume that Ft7(/, n -I) = rr(p, n -1) for some i, p e Z. Then F77(/', n -2) = ir(p, n -2) and F7r(z -1, « -1) equals either 77(77 -1, n -1) or
Tr(p -1, «). Since ®o/«R3(w(i -1,«-l),w(i,« -1)) = 0 and fc(r)/6*l3(77(77-l, n), trip, n -1)) * 0, we see that F?7(/ -1, n -1) = (p -1, n -1). Hence F commutes with t on the images under 77 of high vertices of ZT>", and it clearly does on the other ones. The case ZD4 can be handled with an analogous argument. Since any automorphism of the translation-quiver T induces an automorphism of k(T)/9i2r+i, we may assume that F is the identity on T.
We obtain that for every arrow a of T, Fa = X(a)a modulo &2r+1, where A(a)efc\(0} and where a denotes the image of a in %0/6A2r 3 and fc(r)/%2''+3, respectively. Modulo lA2r+], all mesh-relations of T are zero in \, so that A(a)A(aa) = \(B)X(oB)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for any two paths a(aa), B(oB) from any x to r~[x in T. But then the functor sending a to a/A(a) is an automorphism of fc(r)/<3l2'+ 3, and hence we may assume thatA(a) = 1 for all a.
The images of all paths in ZT>" of length > 2r + 1 which do not contain any high vertex generate an ideal / in both %Q/6k2r+i and k(T)/bl2r+3, which is preserved by F. We let Fbe the induced functor modulo /. Observe that by 3.2 a2'+1/6R,2r+3(x, y) c k(T)/%2r+3(x, y)
is either zero or one-dimensional modulo /. In particular, if x and y are tail and head of an arrow a = tra', where a': (/, y) -> (p,q) is an arrow of Z7>", we obtain a one-dimensional space, say generated by va for some path va, if and only if 7 > n -2 -r and q > n -2 -r. This condition is equivalent to saying that there is a path from (/, y) to ^'l(p, q) in ZI>" containing a high vertex (compare 3.2). We obtain Fa = a + p(a)va for those arrows a and Fa = a for the other ones. If we express the fact that the images of all &x with x <£ II(-1, n -1) are zero in 6AQ, we obtain that Eft (a) = 0, where a ranges over all arrows in the mesh starting at trx for which va is defined. Since the image of #(_1>n_n + v in %0 vanishes as well, we see that Eju(a) + 1 = 0, where a runs through the arrows of the mesh starting at 77(-l, n -1). Notice that each p(a) arises exactly twice in this system of equations, once for each mesh containing a. We obtain a contradiction by adding up all the equations, since fc has characteristic 2.
